(1 − y ij ) log(1 − π ij ) + 
B. Matrix expressions for balance scores
We provide simple matrix expressions for simultaneously calculating the balance scores corresponding to the enumerated or simulated randomization schemes are presented as follows. Let R represent the number of all possible randomization schemes or the number of simulated unique schemes, and let n T , n C be the number of groups assigned to treatment and control arms, respectively. The total number of groups is denoted by n = n T + n C . For each data replicate, we specify the R × n matrix M , so that each row [M ] r· = (m r1 , m r2 , . . . , m rn ) indicates a unique randomization scheme, where the (r, i)th element m ri is 1 if group i is randomized to treatment according to the rth scheme and 0 otherwise. When K covariates are balanced by constrained randomization, we further write a n × K matrix X of covariate means aggregated at the group level, so that the (i, k)th element x ik is the ith group mean of the kth covariate. Particularly, if the kth covariate is a group-level covariate as in our simulation scenarios, x ik simply takes the value of that group-level covariate from the ith group because all individuals from that group have identical values with respect to that covariate. Here we present a more general case allowing for balancing individual-level covariates, if available.
We obtain a "column-standardized" matrixX by the following two steps: (i) subtracting the column-specific mean from each column of X, and (ii) scaling each column X by the covariate-or column-specific weight ω Statistics in Medicine F Li ET AL.
amounts to the following matrix operation:X
where I is the n-dimensional unit matrix, J is the n-dimensional matrix of ones and W = diag(ω 1 , . . . , ω k ). Then the R × 1 vector of l2 balance scores is calculated efficiently in one step by:
where the operation '•2' is the Hadamard power (element-wise operation on matrices) and 1 K×1 is a K × 1 column vector of ones. The justification for the expression (B.2) is the following. First, write the average of the n group-level means bȳ
Then the (i, k)th element ofX is
wherex T k ,x Ck denote the average of the kth group-level variable means from two arms. The rth element of
For the default choice of weights, we let ω k = 1/s 2 k in equation (B.1), where the variance of the kth covariate is given by s
Replacing (B.1) byX
we can similarly observe that the R × 1 vector of l1 balance scores is given by:
To see this, we check that the rth element of proc nlmixed data = longdata qpoints = 10 df = 12; * manually specify the between-within df; parms beta0=-0.40 delta=-0.04 beta1=0.43 beta2=1.18 s2u=0.16; eta = beta0 + delta * t + beta1 * x1 + beta2 * x2 + u; p = exp(eta)/(1+exp(eta)); model y˜binomial(1, p); random u˜normal(0,s2u) subject=cluster; run; quit;
Bias-corrected GEE t-tests / * the "empirical = " option controls the type of bias-correction to the sandwich variance estimator the MD correction is provided by "empirical = FIRORES" the KC correction is provided by "empirical = ROOT" the FG correction is provided by "empirical = FIROEEQ" * / D. Web Tables   Web Table 1 . Type I error rate for the unadjusted (S = 0) and fully-adjusted (S = 4) tests under simple versus constrained randomization with g = 8. The l2 balance metric is used by constrained randomization; the group-level covariates are assumed prognostic. 
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Web Table 2 . Power for the unadjusted (S = 0) and fully-adjusted (S = 4) tests under simple versus constrained randomization with g = 8. The l2 balance metric is used by constrained randomization; the group-level covariates are assumed prognostic. Web Figure 7 . Type I error rates of the likelihood ratio test with varying degrees (S) of analysis-based adjustment for prognostic group-level covariates under constrained randomization (CR) with 2 balance metrics (B (l1) and B (l2) ) versus simple randomization (SR); g = 13, ICC = 0.05; q = 0.1 under CR.
